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NO IN JAPAN 
eflects two sides 
f the author's 
life twenty 
years in Japan, the roving, participating, 
journalistic side, and the reading, delv· 
ing, translating side. Part One takes you 
with him straight into a folk dance, a 
fire ceremony, the streets, temples, gar-
dens of ancient towns, the homes, cars, 
buildings of modern cities, a raging ty-
phoon. Part Two lets you into his study, 
where. nine-tenths of the book~ are Jap-
anese, gives you glimpses of contempor• 
ary Japanese literature, verse forms and 
sentiments ancie.nt and modern, virtual-
ly all the important English tra~slations 
ever made from Japanese literature, the 
latest great Japanese novel, authentic 
Japanese atmosphere in a springtime 
sheaf of translations. 
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Letters from 
B. H. Chamberlain 
to Lafcadio Hearn 
Compiled by KAZUO KOIZUMI 
Gilt-topped, handsomely bound in doth 9~ X 6l" 
With Illustrations Priee ¥ 3.50 Postage 22 m1 
The lonely soul of Lafcadio Hearn apparently 
found in Professor Chamberlain one of the few 
in Japan with whom he could talk on equal 
terms, one to whom he could freely speak his 
mind. Theirs were different characters,-Hearn, 
who was more emotional, making a striking con-
trast to Chamberlain, who called himself "cold-
blooded northerner" and was in the "habit of, 
so to say, looking at things, not judging them, 
and tolerating everything except intolerance." Still the intellectual associations 
between the two were very intimate and of high order, and there was, the 
letters show, a perfect understanding between them. Professor Chamberlain's 
letters to Hearn, which are collected in this volume by his son Kazuo Koizumi, 
are a memorial to the intimate associations and give most interesting sidelights 
upon Hearn as well as Chamberlain. The topics dealt with cover almost any-
thing from "shalls and wills" to the woman question, and in the letters the 
erudite reveals himself humourous, versatile, critical and appreciative toward 
his friend and other contemporaries. Along with "The Japanese Letters of 
Lafcadio Hearn" edited by Mrs. Elizabeth Bisland and published by Houghton, 
Mifflin & Co., these letters of Chamberlain should occupy an important place 
in the Hearniana and in the Chamberlain literature. 
Unfomilio1· lofcodi() tieo1·n 
by Kenneth P. Kirkwood 
Limited Edition 500 copies printed 
Price ¥ 1.50 Postage 8 sen 
The book is an attempt to fill the gaps in the portraiture of Lafcadio Hearn, 
some aspects of his life and character that have been left untouched by his 
biographers. First comes " the important phase of Hearn's transition from a 
frustrated career in the West to a career of fulfilment and relative happiness in 
the East." The crucial turning point in his life is described somewhat in detail, 
with -the reasons and methods cif Hearn's journey to the Orient. The other 
chapters comprise a study of one special aspect of Hearn's character, namely 
his profound love for animals; and an attempt to reveal Hearn as a literary 
craftsman, and also to reveal his merits as a poet, recovering from his scattered 
works some of his verses exemplifying his latent poetic gifts. 
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THE…at once-a…and al expianatlOn…悶
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目ateof ir口1dustryhas tりsayon the industries of his count;.y and abroad deserves 
atte日 10口 ofevervbody interested in thc economic situation of ]apan today. 
Mr. Fujihara tries to show that J apan'~ industrial advance has been well. 
founded， and enumerates， among the reasons， lhose national traits which he 
believes have contributed to its phenomenal progress. The book is distinct 
from other English books of the kind ilnd should prove of particular interest 
to foreign reilders in that the aUlftOr of the notable Japanese book has乱ddr巴ssed
himself exclusively to his countrymen. 
'1'tw Jα:panesc editioll， WiLlC!t !tas gone through thirty impreS8ω/1' 
即日sam01L(J the best吋削i.Jcr8of 1935. 
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The story of ]apane日 riseto world 
power centred round thrじeleaders込een
and heard in action. Sidelights from 
the Russian leaders Stoessel and Rojest. 
vensky and from the astounding di礼ry
Rastlata. Crisp summaries of the Chl1l3 
and Russian was culminating in Theo. 
dore Roosevelt's own account of rhe 
Portsmouth Conference. 
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Around the World in 21 Days-
* 22,000 Miles by Air * 
The writer of the following article, a reporter of The New York Times, sailed 
from New York in the Hindenburg Wednesday (Sept. 30) night in an attempt 
to circle the globe in a jew hours less than twenty-one days, using regularly 
scheduled transport facilities. In the article Mr. Kieran tells what he expects to 
see on his trip; his route is indicated in the accompanying map. 
By LEO KIERAN 
Girdling the world in twenty-one days, 
sleeping sometimes on airships, sometimes 
on airplanes, occasionally in hotels during 
brief stops, would have been impossible 
only a few years ago. But now it can be 
done without difficulty, entirely by air, 
with the exception of a two-day journey by 
ship. The world cruise of the future may 
be an airplane cruise as easily as it may 
be a ship cruise. 
The present round-the-world route is 
about 22,000 miles. The world flight has I 
been made in a little more than seven and I 
a half days, but . that trip, by Wiley Post, 
was more of an endurance test than a 
tourist journey, and it girdled the earth at 
a high latitude which reduced the distance. I 
The present attempt by three newspaper 
representatives, including the writer, is 
not exactly a pleasure trip, for there will 
be little relaxation, but the world air tourist 
in years to come may break his journey at 
any point and see all the things which can 
be seen on a ship's cruise-and more. 
Comfort in the Air 
The world-cruise tourist who is lifted 
gently into the darkness at Lakehurst on 
the first leg of his journey, that from the 
United States to Frankfort, Germany, I 
hardly realizes that he is not aboard ship .. 
True, he may fly through clouds and never '1 
see the ocean, or he may plow through 
storms on a level keel and look down at 1 
wind-whipped waves, but he is comfortable. 
Seventy-two passengers can be carried on 
the Hindenburg, and each has a berth in a 
stateroom provided with everything the 
traveler needs, including baths, and he may 
eat food cooked in the airship's galley 
which, although simple, is satisfying and 
at least the equal of the food served on a 
dining car. There is a promenade deck 
from which he can watch sky and sea and 
possibly a ship on the horizon. 
When the traveler reaches Germany 
after less than three days he must transfer 
his bit of baggage to an airplane and take 
off on a flight which wit! carry him over 
many foreign countries, over high moun· 
tains, across jungles and oceans and 
through sandstorms and monsoons. 
The New Road to Rome 
From Frankfort the tourist will take off 
on a German Lufthansa plane for Rome, 
going across the southern slopes of the 
Alps and past some of the historic cities of 
Northern Italy. And at Rome the air 
journey must be broken for the more 
prosaic railroad transport to Brindisi, 
where an Imperial Airways liner for the 
East may be boarded. 
The Imperial Airways plane flies down 
the Adriatic until the coast of Greece looms 
ahead, and the green hills and sharp· 
Price 3 sen Published by the Hokuseido Nish ikicho, Kanda, Tokyo 
toothed mountains rise above the sea. 
Over the Gulf of Corinth and to the bay 
of Salamis, where an Athenian navy qe-
stroyed the fleet of Xerxes, flies the plane. 
It has been a pleasant trip, with warm food 
served at intervals, and a bar if one wishes 
to have a highball en route. 
From Greece the plane crosses the Medi· 
terranean to Alexandria, in Egypt, reached 
five days out of Lakehurst. There has not 
been much in this trip from Italy to Egypt 
to distinguish it from air journeys from the 
United States to South America. Part of 
it is over land, part over the sea; one can 
lean back and watch the water, smoke a 
little, and read. Air travel is swift and not 
always exciting. 
But from this point onward the round-
the-world air tourist will meet all sorts of 
conditions. Obviously, the amount of 
clothing which can be carried is limited. 
A wardrobe trunk is no part of the present 
air traveler's equipment. So when the 
weather grows warm he may not change 
his suit; he merely sheds outer garments 
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and waits patiently for the approach ing 
comfort of more northerly lati tudes. 
Through Clouds of Dust 
Between Alexandria and Baghdad, city 
of the old caliphs, the traveler may en· 
counter one of those Eastern sandstorms 
which are the annoyance of pilots and pas· 
sengers on this part of the journey. The 
air is t111ed with clouds of fine dust which 
penetrate the airplane and make life mis· 
erable for a few hours. no matter how high 
the plane may fly. But these storms do 
not last and they are not always driving 
across the route. 
The night is spent at Baghdad, for be-
tween Frankfort and Honolulu there are 
overnight stops at which the traveler may 
rest comfortably in a hotel and talk about 
the flight which has just been made and 
the probable weather for the next day. 
(Weather is an all-important subject to one 
flying around the world.) From Baghdad 
the next day's flight is down to Sharjar, in 
Oman, on the Persian Gulf, where the heat 
is stifling. And after a night there the 
plane takes off for a trip across the Gulf 
of Oman to Baluchistan, and then skirts 
the Arabian Sea until it roars inland to 
Jodhpur in India, where another night is 
spent. 
And on to Hongkong 
And so the journey continues, each day 
eating hundreds of miles out of the distance 
of 22,000 miles - the average being slightly 
more than 1,000 miles a day-through 
Calcutta to Bankok in Siam, down to 
Penang in the Federated Malay States, and 
then a two·day flight up the eastern coast 
of Asia to Hongkong, thirteen days from 
New York. This is the Eastern terminus 
of Imperial Airways, and there a break 
must be made in the air journey, for as 
yet there is no air line from Hongkong to 
Manila, although it will be established in 
a short time. 
Manila Bay is two days by boat from 
the harbor of Hongkong, with its high 
peaks and busy hillsides. Thence, from 
the town of Cavite, wl1ere Dewey riddled 
the Spanish fleet nearly forty years ago, 
the Pan American flying boats take off for 
America on a journey that consumes five 
days. (It would be two weeks by boat.) 
For comfort, and even luxury, the big 
four-motored Pacific Clipper ships, with 
their crews of five or six men, are net 
equaled in the world. These are planes 
on which one can walk abo ut as in a Pull-
man. They make the hops to Guam, Wake 
Island, Midway Island and Honolulu ·,vith 
the exactness of express trains. At each 
of these stops the traveler spends the night 
in a hotel, even on the tiny islands of the 
Pacific where men have never lived before 
except for brief intervals. 
Then, San Francisco 
The journey from Honolulu to San 
Francisce, a distance of 2,400 miles, con-
sumes the best part of a day and night 
At night the passengers sleep in berths as 
they would in a railroad train. The berths 
are somewhat larger than those on trains. 
When the Pan American plane swoops 
down on San Francisco Bay at Oakland, 
the passengers will transfer to a United 
FALL OF FRANC CLOSES FIVE-YEAR 
* * GOLD DRAMA :v- ~· 
By ELLIOTT V. BELL 
The devaluation of the franc last week 
completed the world-wide collapse of the 
gold standard. Within the past five years 
country after country h as abandoned gold 
and allowed its currency to depreciate 
un til today there is no nation in the world 
where the ordinary man can take his paper 
money and have it redeemed in gold. 
The gold standard, once regarded as a 
fundamental requisite of a sound financial 
system, the automatic stabilizer of world 
trade, the safeguard of the peoples' savings 
and the best assurance of financial pros-
perity, exists no longer. Five years ago 
when Great Britain suspended the gold 
standard her act was regarded universally 
as a world economic tragedy. It was fol-
lowed by an intensification of the economic 
depression into a world-wide monetary 
crisis, culminating in our own coun try in 
the collapse of the banking system eighteen 
months later and the subsequent devalua-
tion of che doilar by more than 40 per cent. 
Today the downfall of the gold standard 
in its last refuge - the countries of France, 
Holiand and Switzerland-is greeted uni-
versally as a favorable economic develop-
ment which will contribute to recovery. 
·whereas in 1931 our stock market reeled 
under the blow of Britain's suspension of 
the gold standard and the Stock Exchange 
adopted the extraordinary precaution of 
forbidding short selling, last week the 
news of France's abandonment of gold was 
looked upon as bullish. 
Reasons for Change 
What were the reasons for this universal 
collapse of the gold standard and for the 
apparent change in men's economic beliefs 
in the five years between the t ime when 
Great Britain's departure from gold was 
looked upon as a calamity and France's 
came to be viewed as a happy event? The 
questions are best answered by a review 
of some history. 
The practice and theory of what has 
come to be known as the "classic" gold 
standard were developed in England in 
the period of about 100 years between the 
termination of the Napoleonic wars and 
the outbreak of the World War during 
which Great Britain was the foremost 
financial and commercial power in the 
world. England's prosperity came to be 
linked in people's minds with her adherence 
to the gold standard and in the latter half 
of that period virtually every important 
country in the Western world followed her 
Air Lines plane which will make the jour· 
ney to Newark in less than twenty hours. 
This craft is a sleeper plane also. 
This is merely the beginning of world 
touring by air. For the first time it is pos-
sible to make such a trip, with only two 
interruptions. The possibilities for the 
future are great, for no swift means of 
travel has ever been inaugurated which 
d id not eventually attract many of those 
who like to go places in a hurry. 
example by basing its currency exclusively 
upon gold. The essence of the English 
gold standard was that the currency was at 
all times freely convertible into gold and, 
conversely, that gold was immediately con-
vertible into currency. 
The old gold standard was destroyed in 
the World War. All the belligerents sus-
pended the internal convertibility of their 
currencies and most of them either dis-
sipated their gold reserves in the purchase 
of war materials or, by borrowing and 
spending enormous sums of money, ex-
pended the volume of their currency and 
credit to proportions far beyond what could 
possibly be sustained by thei r holdings of 
gold. There followed a period of post-war 
inflation and currency chaos, the period in 
which the German mark became utterly 
worthless, the French franc fell to a fifth 
of its former value, the Belgian and Italian 
currencies suffered similar depreciations 
and the pound sterling itself, once the 
symbol of unchanging value, fluctuated 
widely. 
The Return to Gold 
In the face of this post-war chaos a re· 
turn to the gold standard became the 
paramount objective of the financial and 
business leaders of every country. Eminent 
and thoughtful bankers everywhere seem-
ed to believe that most of the economic 
trouble of the world would disappear if 
once the world's currency could be stabiliz-
ed and restored to gold. The return was 
slow and painful and, in the ligh t of sub-
sequent experience, badly bungled. 
Great Britain restored the pound sterling 
to gold at its old parity of $4.86 in 1925; 
France, after a period of painful inflation, 
returned to the gold standard in 1928 with 
a 4-cent franc, worth about one-fifth of its 
pre-war value; Japan, the last of the major 
belligerants to stabilize, did not return to 
gold until late in 1929, when already the 
forces of the depression which were to 
destroy the post-war gold standard had set 
in. Even before the depression began, 
however, it had become apparent that the 
restored gold standard was not working 
with that nice automatic precision which 
the classical economists had ascribed to it. 
Austrian Crisis 
The event which finally touched off the 
collapse in Europe was the failure in May, 
1931, of the Austrian Kredit-Anstalt, the 
largest private bank in Austria. This re-
mote incident set in motion a run of foreign 
creditors, particularly American creditors, 
upon Germany, which within a few months 
fcrced th at country to suspend payment 
upon its foreign short-term debt. At once 
suspicion turned to Great Britain, whose 
banks had taken the short-term deposits 
of the world and lent them out at long 
term, particularly in Germany. An inter-
national bank run upon London quickly 
developed, forcing the Bank of England in 
September, 1931, to suspend gold payment. 
Because a great many other countries 
had made it a practice to maintain large 
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·eserves on deposit in London, the fall of 
the pound from the gold standard im· 
mediately necessitated the suspension of 
gold by them. Thus was created the ster· 
ling area, a world-wide group of nations 
linked to Britain by ties of currency and 
credit. 
The depreciation of the pound sterling 
gave Britain and other countries of the 
sterling area an immediate trade advantage 
over the countries that had remained on 
gold, forcing down prices in those ~ountries. 
In addition, the fall of sterhng set m motwn 
a wave of international distrust which 
found expression chiefly in huge with-
drawals of gold from the United States by 
France and other countries with large 
ahort-term balances in this country. 
American Action 
By the Spring of 1933 foreign withdrawals 
llf gold from the United State!? and the fall 
in commodity and security prices h ad so 
greatly weakened the American banking 
~tructure and so seriously impaired the 
public's confidence in the banks that the 
.entire banking structure collapsed in the 
general "holiday" of March, 1933. The 
dollar followed sterling off gold, as.had by 
that time some thirty-five other currencies, 
leaving as the sole survivors on the gold 
standard F1·ance, Belgium, the Netherlands 
and Switzerland. 
The beautiful stretch of Deeside towards Balmoral. 
EUROPE FACES A NEW SPAIN 
Belgium was the first of the four to 
crack under the strain, partly because she 
was the one that came m ost directly into 
competition with Great Britain in world 
trade. She devalued her currency on April 
1, 1935, and adopted a program of recovery 
closely resembling that established by Pres-
ident Roosevelt. 
The defection of Belgium from the gold 
bloc intensified the pressure against 
France. From that time forward gold 
flowed out of the Bank of France in 
virtually an uninterrupted stream in res-
ponse to the flight of capital. It began to 
be more and more generally realized that 
France also would have to devalue, but it 
continued to be virtually impossible for 
French politicians to take so unpopular 
a step. Cabinet after Cabinet, pledged to 
defend the franc to the death, attempted 
in France to cope with the difficult financial 
problems of the country, but without suc· 
cess. 
The French Give In 
By HERBERT L. MA-TTHEWS 
Paris, Oct. 2.-The .Spanish civil war, 
whose first phase now seems to be drawing 
to a close with the approach to Madrid of 
the Nationalist troops, has ended, certainly 
for this generation, Spain's isolation from 
the rest of the world. The establishment 
of a military dictatorship by General Franco, 
which is what everybody here expects after 
Madrid is taken, will cause throughout 
Europe repercussions whose end it is dif-
ficult at this moment to foresee. Yet it is 
important for the world to realize what 
stakes are involved and what might happen. 
It is France, of course, which is placed in 
the most delicate situation. Whether the 
Blum government remains in power or not, 
there are certain realities that must be faced 
and there seems only one answer to them : 
France must have a frienJly Spain for her 
neighbor. 
Vital Sea Routes 
A glance at a map will show why. Europe 
is in a state of ferment and war must be 
considered as a possibility. Such being the 
There is more than a touch of irony in case, it is imperative that France have a 
the fact that in the end economic circum- · clear field to rush 200,000 troops, which now 
stances and political manoeuvring contriv- are in Algeria, Morocco and Senegal, to the 
ed to create a situation in which a Socialist front lines in France. There are two routes 
government had to bear the onus of taking and only two-Casablanca to Bordeaux, and 
France off gold. Once France's decision Algiers t<;> Marseilles. 
had been taken, the retention of the gold But suppose that Spain was hostile? 
standard by her s ister nations of the gold With the Balear ic Islands cutting straight 
bloc, the Netherlands and Switzerland, be- across the route from Algeria to France, 
came impossible. There remain among with the Canary Islands lying in the path 
important countries only Germany and of Senegalese troops and with the. northern 
Italy which have failed formally to de· 
value, but in both these nations the cur· conclusion. It may be possible to begin 
rencies have long been on · a purely artifi- tbe task of rebuilding a new system of 
cia! basis. The post-war gold standard is order in international monetary affairs. 
no more. That is the reason why France's decision to 
The final abandonment of the gold devalue has been looked upon as a favor-
standard by France, the Netherlands and 1 able economic development, whereas Bri· 
Switzerland has brought the monetary ; tain's departure from gold was a calamity. 
collapse that began in 1931 to its ultimate I -The N ew York Times, Oct. 4. 1936. 
coast of Spain jutting up toward France's 
western coast-it would be a situation of 
the utmost gravity for the defense of French 
territory. 
That does not mean that there are not 
going to be political repercussions here as 
soon as the devaluation problem is out of 
the way. When Irun was taken the Com· 
munists and Socialists brought such pres· 
sure on Premier Blum to lift the embargo 
on arms in favor of Madrid that it looked 
for a while as though the Popular Front 
might break. Premier Blum faced the reali· 
ties of the situation, which were such that a 
·move would most likely start a European 
war, and if he is still in power when General 
Franco upsets the government, he will have 
to face that reality in just the same way or 
risk the gravest consequences. 
Nationalist Allies 
For if there is a European war, it pre-
sumably will place Germany against France, 
and nobody here expects ·tor one moment 
that Hitler will not rush to recognize any 
regime that Franco establishes at Madrid. 
There have been dark tales circulating all 
during the civil war that the Nationalists 
already have promised Germany and Italy 
some very tangible rewards for their sup· 
port. With Spain hostile, France would 
most likely be fighting Germans on two 
fronts. 
But perhaps the loudest repercussions of 
all will clash in British ears-and there 
again a glance at a map tells why. England 
is fighting now to retain her supremacy in 
the Mediterranean against an onrushing 
Italy. From a geographical viewpoint, the 
Strait of Gibraltar is Spanish despite the 
British fortifications and the international 
zone of Tangier. England no more than 
France could countenance a hostile Spain, 
for _with Italy hoping and doubtless planning 
to make the island of Pantellaria (between 
Sicily and Tunisia) into a bulkhead closing 
the two basins of the Mediterranean, it is 
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DEATH IN THE AFTERNOON-AND AT DAWN: brutal murders behind the lines and by the cruelty that marks each hour of the struggle. 
It is <1111azing, upon driving into a town, 
to see the bodies of twenty executed persons 
just outside and then to turn a corner and 
l1el1ics sl1ooting at snipers who lwrry thmn ~atch s ig_ht of a Y<;>ung n1an and a_ girl :ourt· 
from the hills, or meet death under the hot mg. It IS fantastic to find a mnt10n·plclure 
sun as planes spray thern with nu1chine·gnn I show go~ng on jn a bullet-scarre~ theatr.e as 
fire. A town is taken at the point of the a bombing plane soars Inenac1ngly over-
bayonet after barricades have been broken head ; or to pass along a calm road for forty 
down· another is shelled bv cannon and miles and then have bullets rip into your car. bomb~d from the air befor~ the foreio-n Here is a bull ring where, several weeks 
A Picture of Mad TiVar in Spain 
By FRANK L. KLUCKIIOHN 
CACARES, ::;pain. 
The newest methods of warfare arc blend· 
eel with the oldest in this fantastical!,- bitter 
Spanish civil war. There is no uniformity 
of action on the part of either side, Reel or 
'Vhite, except in the fe roc ity with which the 
struggle is waged. 
In one city soldiers fight hand to hand 
lvith peasants armed with knives, as in dnys 
gone by. In anothe r, the newest of machine 
guns sing their rattl ing song of death, an-
swered by repeating rifles. \Varships ex· 
change heavy cannonades with S·inch sh ore 
batteries, fighting planes bomb cities and 
columns of troops indiscrimina tely. 
This is guenilla warfare with modern 
flourishes, and the end justifies the means at 
any given spot. Although both sides have 
an unde rlying plan of campaign, one often 
finds it hard to r ecognize. 
Along mountain roads troops lie on their 
even more vital for England to hold Gibra l· 
tar so that her direct naval link with Egypt 
remains unbroken. 
A Spain made strong by help from Ger· 
many or Italy or both could prove an ex· 
tremely serious menace to Gibraltar. So it 
would seem to England's interest, too, to 
remain friendly with the coming Franco 
government. 
Italy's Position 
It goes without saying that Italy also will 
jump on the band \-Vagon just as soon as 
anybody else does. H er ambitions in the 
Medite rranean and her poli!;.;cal sympathies 
both will impel her to welcome Franco's 
accession to power. 
There retnains Hussia. Fron1 a geogra-
phical military viewpoint, there could be 
only one reason why Spain should be im· 
portant to the Soviet. Czarist or Conltnunist, 
it always has been Moscow's policy to seek 
free access to the Mediterranean Sea and 
the Atlantic ancll'ac:ific Oceans. I ler policy 
at the recent conference for fortification of 
the Dardanelles was prompted by that con· 
sicleration, and he r policy toward Spain will 
have to keep that in view. Nevertheless, 
Spain is not of primary importance to Hus· 
sia, militarily speaking. Politically, it will 
be a serious blow, for Moscow has backed 
the wrong horse and Berlin the right one, 
and that is going to be hard to bear with 
equanimity. 
Portugal in Line 
On the margin of these great powers 
comes little Portugal, whose part in the 
Spanish developments has been of first im· 
portance. Having helped the Nationalists 
to win, there can be no doubt of Lisbon's 
satisfaction and willingness to recognize the 
Franco government as soon as possible. 
For other countries, repercussions of the 
Spanish events will not be serious. 
From this brief outline of how things 
stand today it is obvious why observers here 
fully expect General Franco's government 
to get general recognition as soon as it can 
be conveniently granted. -New York Times. 
legion enters, shouting and swearing. 0 ago, crowds saw 1nen play 'vith death. Now 
the crowds are mee ting death h ere them· 
selves. The volleys crack-never even: first 
one shot, then a series, then another series. 
At 5 in the afternoon, at 2 in the morning, 
at dawn. Four thousand died at Baclajoz. 
* * 
On hallie lines, shifting daily and often 
undefined , and behind the lines as well, 
death is meted out by women as well as 
men. Th is is more than just a war. It is 
a class battle, and observers who saw the 
Hu"ian revolution say there is more passion 
in this Spanish s truggle. 
The in , urgen t forces , Hightists, have been 
forced to fight every step of the way through 
territory cu t by 1nountain ranges and tower-
ing peaks, rising jagged against the sky. 
Leftist forces are prone to fl ee to these 
natural forts after losing a town, not only 
to save the ir lives but to take up a snipers' 
war from safe refuge. 
Hence, from Seville northward, General 
Franco's fore-ign legion not only has had to 
capture walled cities and towns, and battle 
for every village along the way, but has met 
constant fire from the hill s. Long after a 
dis trict is technically "pacified" the shoot· 
ing goes on behind what are euphemistical· 
lv called" the lines." 
• This picture may seem bizarre, hut it is 
not exaggeration to say that to get out of 
~pain for an hour is like passing from the 
nether depths to heaven. The bearded, 
haggard n1en -experienced war correspon-
dents-who stagger across the border to 
send news after being under fire, feel that 
thev have never before seen so n1ad a 
caldron as thi >J . They are sickened by 
* * Roosevelt 
The sound of these executions and their 
111 eaning sink down into the marrow of those 
who hear them. It is a reign of fea i· that 
begets fear. The sympathizers of Soldier 
Pablo know that, if the tide of war tums, 
Heel .Jose will kill them in the same way. 
Marcial's brother has been executed in Bar· 
celona, and Marcial is mad to get there to 
shoot some of those who did his brother in. 
Each of these represents thousands of his 
fellows. 
* * * Two motor cars filled with Heels drive 
clown the road. The occupants see a guard 
across the way with rifles, take them for 
fellow· Reds, stop to show their safe concluet 
papers-and realize their mistake t oo late. 
They clamber out and start to run. Shots 
drop them, mortally wounded. They beg to 
be put out of pain. 
"Talk, then, about your forces," they arc 
told. They mumble. 
"If you know so much, you must know 
tnorc," their captors say. 
Finally, after an hour or two, they die, 
victims of a war that knows no fixed front 
or r ea r, no llistinction between men and 
wome n, between combatants and non·com· 
batants. (To be continued) 
or Landon? 
** - -THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
On a bot Sunday morning in August, 1916, 
Charles Evan s llughes, the Hepublican l're· 
sidential candidate, in the midst of a cam· 
paign swing through the Stale, motored 
from Los Angeles to a Long Beach hotel, 
where a reception was to be held in hi s 
honor. 
Impatient Visitor- Eager well-wishers 
jammed the hotel lobby and overflowed into 
the street. For hours, Hughes shook hands, 
smiled, patted children's heads. Meanwhile, 
in an upstairs su ite of roon1s, a tall, square-
jawed, gray-haired man paced the floor and 
glanced impatiently at his watch. 
He was Hiram 'vV . .Johnson, regular He· 
publican nominee for tire United States 
Senate in California. Four years earlier, 
Johnson had bolted his Party to follow 
Theodore Hoosevelt and the Progressives. 
He was willing to bury the hatchet. I t 
remained only for the Hepublican Pres i· 
dential nominee to extend a fri endly hand 
to this powerful State leader. 
The hand was never extended. And next 
clay, the Hughes campaign train rolled out 
of California leaving behind it an enmity 
which ultimately cost Hughes the Golden 
State's thirteen* e lec toral votes and the 
election. For .Johnson never forgave that 
"snub," and Woodrow Wilson carried the 
State by 466,200 votes to 462,39,>, winning 
the Electoral College by 277 to 254-. 
Ever since that campaign, California has 
been a" pivotal" State. In J9:W, it revert· 
eel to l~epublicanism by an almost three to 
one margin. In 19?4, veteran politicians 
shook their heads when the State gave 
Hobert M. La Follette of Wisconsin 300,000 
more votes than it gave John \V. Davis-
and sti ll remained in the Hepublican column. 
In the last election, it gave Hooscvelt almost 
as big a plurality as it had given Herbert 
Hoover in 1928. 
S inclair Defeat--This yea•·, Democrats 
and Hepublicans alike claim Califomia. In 
the midterm elections of 1934-, Frank Mer· 
riam, Hepublican, beat Upton(" End Poverty 
in California") S inclair, the Democratic 
~, California now has twenty-two electoral vote:!. 
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candidate, by a margin of 259,000 votes and 
won the Governorship. 
But the 1936 primaries do not confirm 
this supremacy. Only 599,800 Republicans 
went to the polls to select party candidates, 
as against 929,000 Democrats. 
And there is further comfort for Democ· 
racy in the fact that the Sinclair faction 
will support the President as it did four 
years ago. 
But this year, there is another "unknown 
factor" in California: the Townsend move-
ment, stronger there than in any other State. 
Will the Townsendites take votes away from 
the major candidates? Evidently they will 
take few from the Democrats, for in the 
primaries, Frank H. Buck, anti-Townsendite, 
won the Democratic nomination for Con· 
gress from Sheridan Downey, the OARP's 
own attorney. 
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But the Georgia primaries continued a 
succession of New Deal victories which had 
started in Oklahoma, early in the summer, 
and had continued through Arkansas, Mis· 
sissippi and South Carolina. Russell's 
popular vote was over 250,000, to some 132,-
000 for Talmadge. Down with the Governor 
went his whole slate of candidates, most of 
them snowed under by two to one. 
The Talmadge aura of invincibility, re· 
suiting from his success in throwing out 
elected officials and installing his own fa-
vorites, was shattered. The majority of 
almost five to one which Georgia gives 
Roosevelt in its fi rst LITERARY DIGEST re· 
turns is further evidence that the Talmadge 
spell has been broken and that the State is 
as Democratic to-day as it was four years 
ago. 
Agrarian Ballots-Of three farm States, 
Landon's own Kansas, the Sunflower State 
may go to its favorite son, and he may also 
take Nebraska and North Dakota. In the 
former, where George W. Norris, New 
Deal Republican, has agr~ed to campaign 
for the Senate again, and where the influen· 
tial Omaha World-Herald is backing a He· 
publican Presidential nominee for the first 
time in its fifty-one years of existence. 
North Dakota is another doubtful State 
which the Republicans call "sure," and the 
Democrats "safe." In 1920, it went to 
Harding by a four-to-one margin. In 1924 
Coolidge had a meager 5,000 plurality over 
La Follette, while Davis lagged 'way behind. 
Hoover won the State by a substantial 
niargin over Smith in 1928. 
Then, in 1932, North Dakota voters flock· 
ed to Roosevelt along with the rest of the 
Middle West. Republicans say the political 
drift has been back to their side during the 
last four years, but patently, the fight will 
be close. Since 1915, when it was. founded, 
-the Non-Partizan League has dominated 
politics in the State. To-day, it controls 
the Republican Party, with the result that 
North Dakota regularly entertains the rest 
of the country with a political pyrotechnic 
display in which conservative l~epublicans, 
radical Republicans and Democrats crash 
in a shower of sparks. 
-Literary Digest, New York. 
Despite his professed confidence, Repub· 
lican National Chairman John Hamilton a 
month ago took his "flying office" of 
secretaries, research workers and publicity 
aids to the Pacific Coast. There he talked 
confidentially with party leaders, listened 
earnestly for advice from Herbert Hoover, 
and made half a dozen speeches. * 
* 
The British Association 
* * California ought to test the sagacity of Strategist Hamilton, for he had not only The British Association met this year at ed by it in that period could not have les-
the task of outmaneuvring Democrats, but Blackpool. In spite of ·an attendance of sened its mass by as much asone-tenth of 
also of smoothing out an intraparty rift of over 2,300, which was above the average, 1 per cent., and we know of no way in 
his own. the members virtually lost among the which its mass could have changed by 
Activity by Hearst-Before the Republican throng of holidaymakers. even so much, except radiation. Thus, we 
convention, William Randolph Hearst had Sir Josiah Stamp devoted his presidential must suppose that when the planets were 
attempted to round up a Landon-instructed address to the subject of "The Impact of born the sun had much the same mass as 
delegation to send to Cleveland. The pre- Science upon Society." He first pointed now and cannot have been much larger in 
ponderance of California Republicans, in· out that widespread uneasiness existed, size. 
eluding Hoover, wanted an uninstructed both among scientists and the general In 1917, Sir James Jeans said, he proposed 
slate. The Kansas Governor neither ac- public, as regards possible ill effects of the theory that a passing star raised tides 
cepted nor repudiated Hearst's support, and scientific research and its application. in the sun of such a height that the whole 
altho the publisher's opponents finally had Shock Absorber structure became unstable; a long filament 
their way, the quarrel left a bad scar. of gas was shot out towards the passing star, 
Nine months ago, Georgia did not appear Sir Josiah Stamp suggested that the share and thus ultimately condensed with the 
to be so stanchly behind the New Deal. of scientific impact in causing unemploy- planets. To this Dr. Jeffreys objected that 
Eugene Talmadge, its Governor, was ebul· ment, though considerable, is less than this theory could not account for the rapid 
liently hopeful 0 £ taking Franklin D. Hoose· usually supposed. Some of the changes rotations of the outer planets, which were 
velt's measure at the Democratic National due to scientific advance were "work- ~ strangely uniform short periods of about 
Convention. Bitter against the New Deal savers," enabling existing commodities to 10 hours. Sir James admitted there was 
for taking the State Public Works Admin· be produced at lower cost,,}n money a.nd i~ no escape _from th!s cri ticism of his. 1917 
istration from his jurisdiction, he had ram- labour. But others were work-crea.?rs, theory tf tts premtses were sound -If an-
paged over the Georgia hills in his red ' mvolvmg the cre.atwn of qmte new _ob)ec.ts gular momentum was re.ally inde~tructible 
galluses, whacking the Roosevelt Admin- of d~mand, ':"htch would b~ destred m and uncreatable. Speakmg for htmself, lre 
istration at every railroad junction. addttwn to extsttng commodlttes. . had, however, never ·felt absolutely con-
He climaxed his battle at the Macon con· A natural mcrease of populatiOn, he smd, vi need that angular momentum was un-
vention of "Jeffersonian Democrats" last was.the best shock absorber. In ~he future, chan~eable, . . Jeffreys had proposed replac-
February, where he and his fellow delegates the tmpact of change due to sctence was mg dtstant tidal adwn ?n the su.n by actual 
f d d tt d b t t d 1 hkely to be more severe, smce we should colhswn of a grazmg kmd teanng. out gas ~me 1.ahn spfttt etT·e 1• ud crfea e tnh~ e::c~ o· shortly be deprived of this economic safety- from the sun to form the p' lanets and Mr s1on. · erea er, a rna g e ·orgo 1s VISion . . f . ' · 
of the Presidency, avowed that he was "re· valve .. Pe~haps the rate of appl.tcatwn o Lytt!et<;>n, constdered that l~Je present sun 
1 , th " . , R It d t h' sc1enttfic dtscovery should be rettmed. Put was ongmally half of a bmary star and gu arf -th o Sagmt ootseve -:-adnb seN Is epigrammatically, birth-control for human that encounter with a third star r~bbed 
cap or e ena e sea occupte Y ew b · d d b. h 1 f h · · · · · D 1 · G B R 11 J . emgs may eman 1rt -contro or t e1r the sun of tts partner but provtded tt w1th 
ea er _eorge. · usse ' . 1 ' . machines and other impedimenta. We a family of planetary children. He found 
Georgia Dnv~-The pnmary campatgn had, however, also to devise methods of no difficulty in accounting for the rapid 
was hot. Bewhtskered far~ers, wear;n?, ensuring that desirable applications of rotations of the outer planets on this 
galluses of the same hue as_ Our Gene~· scientific knowledge which do not come theory. 
~athered" at ~al~adge ralites to hear htm within the scope of the profit motive should 
hoot at Jumor Russell and the Admu~- not be unduly delayed. This applied notab-
tstr.ahon: Bac~ed by. the Atlanta Con_stl· ly to the raising of the health of the people 
tutwn, JOur~:mhs~IC btble of the sectwn, by l?roper feeding. 
Russell earned h1s fight for an out-and-out • . , . 
New Deal triumph over Talmadge " dicta- Sir James Jeans s Theories 
torship" into the remotest corners of Geor- Sir J ames Jeans opened a discussion on 
gia. It was impossible to gage the Gov· Thursday on the evolution of the solar 
ernor's strength, and he seemed to be com· system. The age of the sun, by evidence 
ing down the track in a dead heat with his of varied kinds, he said, must be well below 
rival. 10,000,000,000 years. All the energy radiat-
Nation's Food Supply 
An international committee of physio-
logists had reported that a daily supply of 
one and three· fifths pint of milk, a quarter 
of a pound of meat, fish, or poultry, one 
egg, an ounce of cheese, half a pound of 
potatoes, and a quarter of a pound of vege-
tables and legumes would provide all the 
protein, minerals and vitamins which a 
mother needed. When this optimum diet 
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Work and Play for Those Over 70 
Old people fall into two classes: rocking- ! new, forward looking program for the 
cl1air sitters and maturates. Maturates, 'guidance of their after-years. 
says Dr. William Arch McKeever, who con- "Neither physical pain, chronic illness, 
ducts a school for them in Oklahoma City, mental weakness, senility nor similar dis-
are elderly persons with youthful view- abilities are natural accompaniments of 
points. advancing age. On the other hand, I assert 
I 
and a corresponding one for children 
were compared with the kind of diet in 
coa~mon use in this country, they found 
that in the lowest income group the con-
sumpt!on of protective foods was IJope-
lessl;• inadequate. As income rose, the 
diet approached closer and closer to the 
optimum standard, but the diet of nearly 
a half of the populat ion was below the 
st andard. Last week, in Clinical J1fedicine and that these drooping, dwindling, dulling 
The present consumption of milk was Surgery, he described a curriculum which features of late life are practically all avoid-less than half a pint a head a day. Heal th . 
requirements demanded nearly double this · is teaching nearly 1,000 maturates, none able, by the use of some simple measures 
under seventy, the secret of successful old of care, guidance and inspiration." 
amount. The average consumption of eggs 
should be raised from fou r to seven a head age without benefit of the Townsend Old The motto of the school is "Something 
a week The greatest shortage was in Age Revolving Pension. Most of them interesting for every member to do." It 
fruit and vegetables. We should begin will live to be more than 100, the sixty- teaches ten rules of living for maturates:· 
now, he submitted, to organize agriculture eight-year-old physician believes, and en- 1 Pursue extreme moderation in the use 
and the ds tributive trades to produce and joy every r;1inute of it. He's petty certain of ,:ich and, especially, acid-bearing foods. 
han die the much larger volume of protec- people ~on t che of old age any_way; that Eat a diet emphasizing fruits and vegetables 
tive foods which would be consumed in faulty diet, lack of mterest 111 hfe, lonell- - the laxative alkaline foods. 
the future. The production of these foods ' ness and neglect kill them off. . . 2. Use only such foods as will maintain 
would bring prosperity to agriculture. ' Oldest, 112-The oldest pupil 111 the recrular active elimination of wastes from 
school,]. I; Allen, seems to bear out Doctor th~ body as fast as they are formed. 
Pursuit of Pleasure McKeever s claims. On hts 112th ?trthday 3. Pursue some light employment or 
After a visit by many members of the las~ spnng, Allen cut a seventy-five-pound have a hobby-some project sufficient to 
Association to the Blaci,pool pleasure . c~Le for 700 classmates who attended his entice permanent interest and furnish some 
beach, the Psychology Section on Friday : patty. More I ecently, he hiked seven miles. physical exercise. 
considered with scientific seriousness the ' Partly self-supportmg through his hobby, 4. Get some fun out of life-simple 
subject of mass en tertainment. g~rdenmg, he pomts out that a man who games, interest in sports, attendance at 
Mr. D. W. Harding, of the London School l~arned to handle a plow a cent my ago lectures and theaters, reading humorous 
of Economics, gave an analysis of the de- can. hardly be turned down for lack of ex- literature. 
sire for entertainment, based on a question- petienc~. . .. r • . , 5. Get out daily in the sun and air, with· 
nmre to winch 215 people, most of them Other pupil :, of Ductor McKeever dte out regard to weather conditions-walk-
workers in attendance at adult classes, I helping to support themselves. Under in- ina auto-ridinO' outside employment· 
replied. Three main divisions, he said, structiOn, encouragement 111 work and play, av~id the habit' of fear of braving th~ 
appeared. The first consisted of those who . many a hundred-year oldster IS pulling hts storm. 
spoke of needing entertainment most when weight 111 the boat. 6. Kee in touch with the dail news 
they were ured or after a day 's work. Happtly, they look _forward t? years they with currfnt events olitical chan Yes na: 
Next came those who referred to dts agree· mtght not have lived m the ordmary course tiona! and internati;~al affairs. g ' 
able states of feeling as stimulatmg the of events. . . . . 
desire, and these formed a very large Fun in School-The idea of maturate _7. C?ulttvate systematically the spmt of 
e<ite<'ory. Ninety-seven people mentionecl education is not new to Doctor McKeever f~Iendlmess, aimmg to make_contacts out· 
bore,dom and staleness, G5 mentione :l de- Twenty years ago, while he was Professo; :tdethe ~m!Ile~Iatef far~nlb_Jctrcle and pre-
pression arising from various causes, in- of Phi losophy at Kansas State College, servmg t 1e 1a It 0 soc_m lity. . 
eluding loneliness, disappointing wcrk, and : Manhattan, he organized an experimental 8., AvOid compl~mmg, fault_-findmg; 
bad weather, while other people mention- · class of students, all of them over eighty. don t go around saymg modern time~ are 
ed irritation, resentment, strain, worry, So quickly did they respond to new in- degenerate; avOid the old-age habtt of 
and the condition of being "all bottled terests, mutual exchange of ideas, the fun broodmg over the past. 
up." · (doubts of young people notwithstanding) . 9. ~ave some kind of rel:(ular connec· 
There remained a third broad division, of going to school, that Doctor J'vlcKeever I twn With the church and ~ts members. 
consisting of those who wanted entertain- resolved to organize even larger groups of , Study the Btble and engage m soctal ser· 
ment when they were feeling cheerful, elderly folk. Hoping it might become VICe under some church body. 
elated, or energetic, or when their social world-wide, he organized the School for 10. Cultivate an optimistic philosophy 
contacts had been pleasant and stimulat- . Maturates. of life by reflecting cheerfully on world 
ing. All entertainment might be serving' Three years ago, he launched the school progress and higher spiritual values; have 
one or both of two functions. On the one at Oklahoma City. It has no dues, fees or a hopeful outlook on possible immortality. 
hand, it might be treated as a pleasing tuition. T he only requirement of students To study this curriculum, Doctor Me· 
pursuit, worth following for the direct is that they must be over seventy. They Keever's maturates attend regular classes, 
satisfaction it ofiered, and, on the other live in their own homes in Oklahoma City at which he sometimes lectures them, but 
hand, it might be treated as a so-called and neighboring towns; they gather regu- more often gives the whole time to recita-
means of "escape." . larly for cl asses .i n schoolhouses, churches tion by the pupils. They sing, tell stories 
i and assembly-halls. and talk about their hobbies. General Knowledge 
. . . To shut-in cases, Doctor McKeever gives The favorite hobbies are gardening, 
The sen ous ImperfectiOn of our educa- private instruction. knitting, reading and painting pictures. A 
tio~al systei,n was ~he ~op1ic of Sir Ricbard j "The aged," says Doctor McKeever," are few go in for more strenuous items such Livmgston<:, s pte_s,clenLia. address to the , by far our most neglected class of citizens. as wood-chopping, taking music lessons 
sectiOn of l: ducatwnal Science. ' "We do not r ecognize the fact that they and cabinet-making. One centenarian goes 
On Sunday members of the British As- ' need a peculiar diet r egimen, a peculiar regularly to the movies; he hasn't missed 
sociation attended the official service at form of employment, a peculiar manage- a film in Oklahoma C~v in five years. 
St. John's Churcll, Blackpool, where the ment of the social relations, a peculiar, One ninety·six-year-old writes and sings 
Bishop of Blackburn preached the sermon. his own songs. A cobbler of ninety-one 
Sir Edward Pouiton, of Oxford, the well· The gen eral meeting of the Association continues his craft. A ninety-eight-year-
known entomologist and Darwinian, has consummated an important development old mother keeps house for her eighty-
been appointed president of the associa- in the organiz:ttion of science in Britain by · year old son. 
tion for the year 1937, when the meeting incorporating the British Science Guild Longer Lives-About three persons in 
will be held at Nottingham from Septem- with the Associ ation. 100,000 are 100 or over in this country. 
ber 1 to 8. The Times Weekly Editio·n, London, Sept. 17. The total number of centenarians is 3,964. 
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The modern medicine and sanitation have 
reduced the death rate of children and 
young folk, the length of life has not been 
increased. More people live to be seventy 
than did a generation ago, but only about 
the same number reach 100 as did last 
century. That can be remedied, thinks 
Doctor McKeever. He now devotes his 
whole time to the School for Maturates, 
which he finances privately. His pupils, 
for the most part, are members of the mid· 
die and poorer classes. 
-The Literary Digest, Sept. 26, 1936. 
Tercentenary of Harvard 
(London Times Special Correspondent) 
Harvard held three days of festival last 
week as the climax of the summer-long 
celebration of her three hundredth an-
niversary. The ceremonies ended on Fri-
day, when 12,000 alumni and 600 delegates 
from other universities, colleges, and learn-
ed societies, among whom were 12 Nobel 
Prize winners and many other of the 
world's most distinguished scholars, march-
ed in procession into the temporary theatre 
in Harvard Yard. 
There, on the stand of honour, the guests 
were joined by President Roosevelt-him-
self an alumnus of the University-the 
Governor of Massachusetts, members of 
the Diplomatic Corps, and other notable 
persons. Many thousands of other persons 
for whom there was no room in the theatre 
(though it seated 17,000) listened to the 
proceedings as they came over the loud-
speakers in other parts of the extensive 
Yard. 
Freedom Of Thought 
First there was a broadcast of the bells 
of the Cathedral in Southwark, where John 
Harvard was born. 
After the Salutatorian had delivered his 
Latin oration and the Historian a brief ac-
count of Harvard's life, Dr. Conant, Pre-
sident of the University, paid a moving 
tribute to Harvard's spiritual ancestors, 
the Universities of Paris, Oxford, and 
Cambridge, and Mr. John Masefield, the 
Poet Laureate, read a poem suggested by 
the tercentenary, which was loudly ap-
plauded. Dr. Conant's oration, a defence 
of liberalism and freedom of thought and 
speech, followed. 
Then came the awarding of the honorary 
degrees to 62 great scholars, of whom 16 
were from the British Empire and 12 from 
England alone, and with the singing of 
"0 God, our Help in ages past" the morn-
ing ceremonies were over. 
TOPI~S IN BRIEF 
THE GOLDEN JUBILEE OF 
THE STATUE OF 
LIBERTY 
Elaborate preparations are being made 
in New York for celebrating the Golden 
Jubilee of the Statue of Liberty on October 
28. The principal feature of the celebra-
tions will be a repetition, at the Statue, of 
the original unveiling ceremony of 1886; 
the President, possibly, taking part. In 
addition, a national poetry contest is being 
sponsored by the National Life Conserva-
tion Society, open to everyone regardless 
of race. The Statue of Liberty, standing 
over 300 feet high on Bedloe's Island, at 
the entrance to New York Harbour, was a 
gift from the people of France to the Unit-
ed States to commemorate the hundredth 
anniversary of American independence. It 
was the work of the French sculptor 
Frederic Auguste Bartholdi, who conceiv· 
ed the statue as an ideal representation of 
"Liberty enlightening the world" and 
laboured for ten years on its creation. It 
is still the largest statue of its kind in ex-
istence, weighing 450,000 lb. The figure of 
Liberty is cast in bronze, three-sixteenths 
of an inch thick, and weighs 200,000 lb. 
The right arm alone measures 42 feet; the 
hand 16 feet 8 inches; the index finger 8 
feet; and the finger-nail is 13 inches long. 
The forearm of the statue was shipped 
across from France in 1876, in time for the 
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. The 
rest followed in June 1885, and the formal 
unveiling was performed on October 28, 
1886. In October 1931, Mlle. Jose Laval, 
daughter of M. Laval, then the French 
Foreign Minister, inaugurated the present 
floo1ilighting system of the statue. The 
torch now blazes with fourteen powerful 
lamps inside, and 108 reflectors cast their 
light on the figure.- The Ill. Lcndon News. 
Because of heavy rain the second proces-
sion of alumni in the afternoon had to be 
abandoned and the meeting was held in-
doors, with most of the audience out of 
sight of the speakers. President Roosevelt 
made the chief address, speaking mostly 
in the role of alumnus and humorously 
reminding his audience that at Harvard's 
200th anniversary and again at her 250th 
many Harvard alumni were sorely troubl· 
ed, as now, over the state of the Union. 
Although there was an anti-administration 
feeling at the beginning, the prejudice of 
his audience broke down and he was from Mr. Baldwin, speaking as Chancellor 
warmly applauded. There was hearty ap- of the University of Cambridge, which 
plause, too, for the message of greeting , came over the wireless clear and distinct. 
New Altitude Record 
On September 28 Squadron Leader F. R. 
D. Swain broke the altitude record for 
aeroplanes by flying to 49,967 feet in the 
Bristol " 138" monoplane. This aeroplane 
was specially designed for the undertak-
ing, and now that the record has been 
broken it will be used for research work 
and exploring the problems of flight at 
great heights. The Bristol "138" is in some 
respects revolutionary. In order to obtain 
the lightest possible structure it was built 
throughout of wood, except for the engine 
mounting, fire-proof bulkheads and cowl-
ing. It is of great size, being, in fact, the 
largest single-seater aeroplane ever built. 
The wing loading has been kept down to 
8'53 lb. per square foot. The motor is a 
specially built aiF·cooled Bristol "Pega~us" 
known as the "P.E. VIS." It is fitted with 
a special two-stage blower, which enables 
it to develop its maximum power at a 
great height. Thus it takes off and starts 
to climb at 1050 feet per minute; at 40,000 
feet it climbs at 1430 feet per minute; its 
rate of climb falling to some hundreds of 
feet per minute at 50,000 feet. To keep 
the pilot alive at a height in excess of 
43,000 feet, he has to be provided with a 
special suit, in addition to having the usual 
breathing gear. This suit, which has been 
designed by Messrs. Siebe Gorman and 
Co., Ltd., of London, is a means of artifici-
ally increasing the pressure in the pilot's 
lungs when he is flying at great altitudes. 
In this suit the pilot was tested in a special 
chamber at Farnborough up to an '' alti-
tude" of 80,000 feet without undue discom-
fort. On September 28 the actual record 
height was registered by special instru-
ments, in accordance with the require-
ments of the Federation Aeronautique In-
ternationale. These instruments record 
on a smoked metal strip the atmospheric 
pressure and temperature. Two were car-
ried in the wings. They were sealed be-
fore the aeroplane went up; and opened 
after the flight and readings taken by an 
official appointed by the Royal Aero Club. 
To achieve a new record, all existing re-
cords must be beaten by 300 metres. 
-The Illustrated .London News. 
Unprecedented Feat in 
Moving Concrete Slabs 
To provide a safety island along the 
center of a highway near Trenton, New 
Jersey, 14~-feet-wide slabs of concrete were 
moved 12 feet to one side for eight miles. 
This was done 14 slabs at a time, or a 
surface approximately 500 feet by 14~. by 
the use of bose-a feat believed to be with-
out precedent. First, the asphalt joint was 
cut out along the length of the slabs, leav-
ing a crack about half an inch wide. Into 
this crack was inserted flattened three-
inch hose. Air under pressure was then 
forced in, and this moved the entire 500-
foot length of roadway approximately two 
inches. 
The separation between the slabs was 
then wide enough to accommodate a 
special six-inch hose, the use of which 
moved tl:e roadway three inches more. 
After e<:.ch inflation and deflation, blocking 
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C9he Japanese 
AtHome 
Some Intimate Sketches 01 Lile 
and Personalities 
親しき日本
今 IppeiFukuda 
With the P，てfaceby Don Brown 
Handsomely bound in linen doth，叩 ith13 I11ustrations 
Priee y 2.00 Postage 10 Jen 
IMismbookofhls the auth叩 esa一of回 tjem均…ting
pen pictures of life and personalities in Japan， the subjects dealt with in-
cluding the Japanese mind， kimono，“happy" .coated Tokyoites， komuso， 
Mr. Salaried Man's wife， working women， overworked students， Tokyo's busi-
t¥ess centre， the Ginza， hiking in the country，“yos巴"entertainment， pocket-
warmers， the revue stage， etc. 
“Mr. Fukuda，" wrote The Times， London， when reviewing his previous 
book， . combines an intimate knowledge of rnen and events in his own country 
with considerable experience of the outer world， and the style of his writing 
shows that he has acquired not only the technique， but a good deal of the spirit， 
of English.language journalism." 
What is perhaps most notable about“The Japanese at Home" is that，碕
Mr. Don Brown aptly points out in his preface to the present volume， Mr. 
Fukuda succeeds where the others fail by writing informally of what may be 
described as the “human" aspects of Japan， instead of throwing hirnself into 
strained arguments that neither atlract nor convince， although he is no less 
eager than others to have foreigners understand an包likeJapan. 
A SHORT阻ISTORYOF 
ANGLO-JAP ANESE 
RELATIONS 
日英交遇小史
by CHOZO MUTO 
Prψ'JOr ifthe Hutory if Economics， Commercial HiJtory and 
ated with 21 photographs， gilt-topped， fine c10th binding 
Priee￥1.50 p，ωtage 8 sen in Japan 
That part of Japan's history which treats with Nagasaki， Hirado and vicin-
ity， isone of the most colourful pages itl its history， most diversified ele-
rnents，-political， cornrnercial， religious， domestic and international，-being 
blended together in an intricate way. For the鉛 rnereason， itis the most 
entangled chapter， bewildering the layman as wel1 as the specialist. Prof. 
Muto， who has devoted years of painstaking research to the study， and even 
discovered many new facts in the'field， lays before the public the cream of 
the results of his work in a sirnple， but systematic form. A small volume as 
it is， itmakes an entertaining reading and gives a c1ear-cut survey of the 
fascinating， but very entangled chapter in the history of Japan. 
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支那の員相!! ! 
在支三十徐年極東
随一の英人記者の
語る所を聞け!! ! 
1ll 
Adventures in Far 
Ea剖 ernJournalism 
by H. G. W. Woodhead， C.B.F. 
A record 01 thir・ty-threeyeors' 
experience. 
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あ摺る Fromthe Beginnings to the Present Da!J 含す演の
め覧英著ネはけフわラプ問手帝京東道者浜一
、 と 米語手鏡拾五回武債定=:ft~E9:1"'~ 'I'のな宴
坐解文 -'7.: ~ー 示 tlるナ、
右設事ソ本君主共ら頭はつ庭木め取わや名設米特しに英卦き
必で ‘ン害児所ぎ何年て に吋っ と奥なし文復作一米ご
携あ文時iまし要るそ代箸あの究て せふる研娘、者自女交
のり接代ア得の者知令者る企貧天ばる詩究J:時令に事竺
費 、 者よン る知 lま つ知~。国典来共がめ資の代ゆ1 L研馬主
典研及りグで識ーてら明叉しでのはま日胃料請のにで究号ヨ
で究共今ロあ.Ie見作ゃに作1'<.ぁ指研き頭を還特し共の g樟
諸問:?喜関税225聖書誌作君愛2?管芋
。での歪ク。にに知胃或知此もあにあで有解英のベ持.BB.
TE塁線憩文米英のニ提示示出ET函;.J
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JAPAN'S 
Fo..eign Rela討ons
1542・1936
A Short History 
by soy H. Akogi， Ph. D. 
lV 
to be 
PubliJhtd 
in March 
Priee 
￥7.00 
Handsomely 
boundin 
buckram， 
9k X 6~1/ 
with 
lllustrations 
about 600 tages 
給めて成ろ日本外交史の歴巻!
1fi'-illjらtJ?;み大綱ら忘れず 'r~m時代よリ軍
縮股込iこ至る我外交l!土佐役いて毅然!
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